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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

In the Matter of the
FORT TOTTEN METRORAIL CASES
Arising Out of the Events of June 22, 2009

:

:

:

:

:

Case No. 10 MC 314 (RBW) (JMF)LEAD CASE: Jenkins v. Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, et al.

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
ALL CASES

PLAINTIFFS’ JOINT RESPONSE AND OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’
JOINT MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE THAT

(DEFENDANTS’ CLAIM) IS NOT RELEVANT TO THE
REMAINING PLAINTIFFS’ DAMAGES CLAIMS

The Plaintiffs, Evelin Fernandez, Individually and as Personal Representative of

the Estate of Ana Fernandez (“Fernandez”), Tawanda Brown, Individually and as

Personal Representative of the Estate of Lavonda King (“Brown”), Daryl D. Smith

(“Smith”) and Amari Washington (“Washington”), by and through their undersigned

counsel, hereby oppose the Defendants’ Joint Motion in Limine. While counsel for all

four of the Defendants have informed the Court that their clients are stipulating to

liability in connection with these four pending cases, as of the date of submitting this

pleading, Defendants have not actually filed the requisite formal Stipulation with the

Court indicating that they have accepted full liability and are jointly responsible for the

injuries and deaths of Ana Fernandez and Lavonda King, as well as the serious injuries

sustained by Daryl Smith and Amari Washington. Assuming that Defendants follow
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through on their stated intentions, Plaintiffs nonetheless submit that they are entitled to

introduce limited evidence concerning the essential background facts and the specific

role each Defendant played in causing this needless tragedy. This evidence is universally

admitted in order for the jury to gain a basic understanding of the incident.

In addition, there is compelling evidence of the amount of time that elapsed from

the moment the decedents became aware of imminent danger through the time they lost

consciousness, including the time that elapsed from the initial impact of the train until

the decedents lost consciousness. During that time, the decedents experienced substantial

pre-impact/pre-death fright, physical pain, and emotional anguish. Therefore,

photographs of the accident scene and the bodies of the victims are entirely appropriate

in order for the jury to understand the mechanism causing the injuries and deaths as well

as the injuries suffered before the decedents lost consciousness.

Plaintiffs further submit that they do not intend to submit cumulative evidence

from either first-responders or the decedent’s children. The Court will be able to

monitor the specific testimony of these witnesses during the trial.

In further support of their Opposition, the Plaintiffs respectfully refer the Court to

the attached Memorandum of Points and Authorities.

Respectfully submitted,

REGAN ZAMBRI & LONG, PLLC

By: /s/ Patrick M. Regan
Patrick M. Regan #336107
pregan@reganfirm.com
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Salvatore J. Zambri #439016
szambri@reganfirm.com
Victor E. Long #323634
vlong@reganfirm.com
1919 M Street, N.W., Suite 350
Washington, DC 20036
PH: (202) 463-3030
FX: (202) 463-0667
Counsel for Evelin M. Fernandez,
Individually and as Personal
Representative of the Estate of Ana
Fernandez

ALPER & MANN

By: /s/ Lawrence M. Mann
Lawrence M. Mann
lm.mann@verizon.net
9205 Redwood Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20827
PH: (202) 298-9191

HARDEN & PICKNEY, PLLC

By: /s/ Brandi Harden
Brandi Harden
bharden@hardenpinckney.com
Heather Pinckney
hpinckney@hardenpinckney.com
717 D Street, NW, Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20004
PH: (202) 621-8268
Counsel for Plaintiff
Tawanda Brown, as Personal
Representative of the Estate of
Lavonda Nicole King, Individually,
and Next Friend of EJK and AK,
Minor Children of Lavonda Nicole
King
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THE COCHRAN FIRM

By: /s/ David E. Haynes
David E. Haynes #483119
dhaynes@cochranfirm.com
Stephen D. Annand #480532
sannand@cochranfirm.com
1100 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 340, West Tower
Washington, DC 20005
PH: (202) 682-5800
FX: (202) 408-8851
Counsel for Daryl D. Smith, Jr.,
and Amari Danielle Washington
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 20th day of February, 2012, a copy of

Plaintiffs’ Joint Response and Opposition to Defendants’ Joint Motion in Limine to

Exclude Evidence that (Defendants Claim) Is Not Relevant to the Remaining Plaintiffs’

Damages Claims, Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support thereof and

proposed Order was electronically filed and served on counsel for all parties to this

action.

/s/ Patrick M. Regan
Patrick M. Regan
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

In the Matter of the
FORT TOTTEN METRORAIL CASES
Arising Out of the Events of June 22, 2009

:

:

:

:

:

Case No. 10 MC 314 (RBW) (JMF)LEAD CASE: Jenkins v. Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, et al.

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
ALL CASES

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’ JOINT MOTION IN

LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE THAT (DEFENDANTS CLAIM) IS NOT

RELEVANT TO THE
REMAINING PLAINTIFFS’ DAMAGES CLAIMS

The Plaintiffs, Evelin Fernandez, Individually and as Personal Representative of

the Estate of Ana Fernandez (“Fernandez”), Tawanda Brown, Individually and as

Personal Representative of the Estate of Lavonda King (“Brown”), Daryl D. Smith

(“Smith”) and Amari Washington (“Washington”), by and through their undersigned

counsel, hereby oppose the Defendants’ Joint Motion in Limine. As is more fully

explained below, even though Defendants have announced their intention to stipulate to

liability and accept responsibility for the deaths of Ms. Fernandez and Ms. King and the

serious injuries to Mr. Smith and Ms. Washington, Defendants have yet to their formal

Stipulation. Assuming they follow through on their stated intentions, Plaintiffs

nonetheless submit that they are entitled to (1) introduce evidence concerning the
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specific role played by each Defendant in causing this tragedy, (2) introduce

photographs of the accident scene and autopsy photographs of Ms. Fernandez and Ms.

King, and (3e) elicit testimony from first-responders and relatives of the decedents.

Such evidence is appropriate in order for the jury to consider and appreciate the

catastrophic nature of the damages suffered by Plaintiffs as a result of the collision.

ARGUMENT

I. SOME LIMITED EVIDENCE CONCERNING THE ROLE EACH
DEFENDANT PLAYED IN BRINGING ABOUT THIS NEEDLESS
CRASH IS APPROPRIATE AND SHOULD BE ADMITTED.

In general terms, Plaintiffs concede that as a result of Defendants’ anticipated

acceptance of fault, most evidence related to Defendants’ fault will be inadmissible.

However, Defendants have not yet formally stipulated to liability and, as of this date, the

matters they seek to exclude may still be relevant and admissible. Plaintiffs contend that

before the Court may consider excluding such documents, the Defendants must first

properly stipulate to liability and concede that their conduct proximately caused the train

crash that killed and injured the ePlaintiffs.

In the event that Defendants stipulate to fault and the cause of the injuries,

Plaintiffs agree, in general, that certain documents may not be admissible. However,

Defendants have failed to identify specific documents. Instead, they have referenced

entire classes of documents which may become relevant during the course of the trial.

These documents include the master liability deposition exhibits and any information

from the NTSB. Plaintiffs generally concede that unless the Defendants raise issues
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regarding near misses or alleged design defects, such evidence likely will not be

admissible at trial.

Plaintiffs submit that the exhibits listed in their Joint Pretrial Statement are

relevant and admissible at trial. If Defendants have objections to those identified

exhibits, such objections will be addressed by Plaintiffs pursuant to the Court’s Order.

II. A LIMITED NUMBER OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE ACCIDENT
SCENE AND BODIES OF MS. FERNANDEZ AND MS. KING ARE
RELEVANT AND APPROPRIATE EVIDENCE FOR THE JURY TO
CONSIDER.

Photographs of the accident scene and autopsy photographs of the decedents are

relevant evidence and should not be excluded. Specifically, the evidence is relevant to

the issue of Ms. Fernandez and Ms. King’s pre-impact/pre-death fright and pre-death

pain and suffering. Moreover, the photographs’ probative value far outweighs any

prejudicial effect alleged by Defendants.

In 1978, the District of Columbia Survival Act “was amended to eliminate any

restriction on recovery for pain and suffering” and “courts have not hesitated to award

compensatory damages for pain and suffering.” Dickens v. District of Columbia, 502 F.

Supp. 2d 90, 93 (D.D.C. 2007). Rule 401 of the Federal Rules of Evidence states that

evidence is relevant if “(a) it has any tendency to make a fact more or less probable than

it would be without the evidence; and (b) the fact is of consequence in determining the

action.” Fed. R. Evid. 401. Therefore, since pre-death fright and pain and suffering are at

issue, any evidence, including photographs, that will help make the extent of damages
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more or less probable is necessarily relevant for the instant case. See also In re

September 11 Litigation, 2007 WL 2668608, *2 (S.D.N.Y September 12, 2007) (holding

that evidence is relevant in a damages-only trial “if it has a tendency to make the facts of

the decedent’s alleged pain and suffering more or less probable than without such

evidence”).

Generally, photographs of injuries, including graphic photograephs, “are

admissible to demonstrate the nature and extent of a person’s injuries.” Nakajima v.

General Motors Corp., 894 F. Supp. 18, 19 (D.D.C. 1995). The photographs of the

accident scene and post-mortem Decedents and other victims are relevant to the jury’s

calculation of damages in this case because they will help demonstrate the nature and

extent of thee decedents’ pain and suffering by corroborating surviving witnessees’

testimony. For instance, one survivor—David Bottoms--of the tragic accident testified

in his deposition that “five seconds” transpired from the beginning of the collision until

the time the when the metrorail cars came to rest. Bottoms Dep. p. 40:6-12. He testified

that:

I felt a change in movement, as if we had a change in momentum, and I
heard a noise. I can’t recall the type of noise, and then I heard someone say
something to the effect of watch out. . . . The front of the car that I was in
was caving in and I was in a squatting position. . . . I saw the – I saw the
front of the – the front floor, and it seemed to move as if it were a wave,
like it was buckling. And it looked as if – it looked as if it was changing –
changing color, like the atmosphere was changing color from a – sort of a
pale beige to grayish. That’s how – that’s how I experienced it. And then
the – not to get ahead of you, but the seats began to move and so did the
bars. . . . I was praying.
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Bottoms Dep. p. 32:5-37:3.
After the momentum change, from the time of the collision or initial

impact, until the train stopped was five seconds. Bottoms Dep. p. 35-12. The

survivor’s testimony describes a scene suggesting that Decedents suffered

conscious pain and suffering prior to their death. This Court held in Mynatt v.

Heine that evidence of a one minute and sixteen seconds interval was sufficient to

find that the decedents suffered cognizable pain and suffering. Mynatt v. Heine,

1991 WL 45734, *4 (D.D.C. Dec. 5, 1995). Moreover, in the same case, this

Court cited Shu-Tao Lin v. McDonnell Douglas Corp., that even a thirty-second

interval between accident and death was sufficient. Id. (citing Shu-Tao Lin v.

McDonnell Douglas Corp., 742 F.2d 45, 53 (2d Cir. 1984)). In Shu-Tao, the

Second Circuit Court of Appeals saw “no intrinsic or logical barrier to

recovery for the fear experienced during a period in which the decedent is

uninjured but aware of an impending death.” Shu-Tao, 742 F.2d at 53.

(Emphasis supplied). Therefore, the five seconds period that spanned the time of

the accident in the instant case was sufficient for Decedents to suffer conscious

pain and suffering before passing away.

In addition, this case is clearly distinguishable from cases involving

instantaneous death. Clearly, this is not a situation where a person fell from a

great height and dies instantaneously. Major Bottom’s unrebutted testimony is

that he felt a change in momentum and then heard a noise. After that, someone
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yelled “watch out”. He got into a squatting position and then saw that the front of

the car was collapsing. He had time to consider what was taking place and then

began praying. There is sufficient evidence to conclude that Ana Fernadez and

Lavonda King’s deaths were not instantaneous. The photos help show the

collapsing of the train and the conscious fright, pain, and anguish endured by the

decedents prior to their death..

The two cases cited by Defendants regarding relevance are readily distinguishable

from the instant case. In Bolden, the Louisiana Eastern District Court held that “unless . .

. a photograph or video depicts any of the Plaintiffs in a state of injury such that the

individual’s injuries could be appreciated, the evidence . . . is irrelevant and therefore

inadmissible.” Bolden v. Nat’l R.R. Passenger Corp., 2005 WL 1431486, *2 (E.D. La.

June 14, 2005). The court excluded photographs of the plaintiffs’ injuries because the

photographs were “not indicative of the injuries sustained by each of the Plaintiffs” and

that “the nature and extent of each Plaintiff’s injuries can be proven by competent

medical evidence.” Id. In the instant case however, the photographs accurately and

clearly depict the decedents’ injuries, and the scene photographs help put into context

the eye-witness testimony concerning the crushing of Train 112.

The fact that the decedents suffered before their death also distinguishes the

instant case from Bridges v. Enter. Prods. Co., in which the decedent died instantly.

Bridges v. Enter. Prods. Co., 2007 WL 571074, *1 (S.D. Miss. February 20, 2007). The

Bridges court held that since “[t]here is no evidence that [the decedent] survived or was
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conscious after the subject collision . . . the type and severity of [the decedent’s] injuries

are not relevant.” Id. Here, there is both eye-witness and expert testimony that show that

both Ms. Fernandez and Ms. King suffered pre-impact/pre-death fright and conscious

pain and suffering.

Besides relevance, Defendants also argue that the admission of the subject

photographs would result in unfair prejudice under Rule 403 of the Federal Rules of

Evidence. Def.’s Motion in Limine, p. 10. Rule 403 gives the court discretion to exclude

relevant evidence “if its probative value is substantially outweighed by a danger of . . .

unfair prejudice.” Since “the rule permits the exclusion of relevant evidence only when

its probative value is substantially outweighed by the potential for undue harm, the rule

favors admissibility of relevant evidence and should be invoked sparingly.” Hendrix v.

Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc., 776 F.2d 1492, 1502 (11th Cir. 1985) (emphasis added);

accord United States v. Morris, 79 F.3d 409, 412 (5th Cir. 1996). While Plaintiffs

concede that a large volume of photogrphs may be prejudicial, a reasonable number of

tehm are appropriate and relevant to the issues in this case. They should therefore be

admitted into evidence.

Plaintiffs Amari Washington and Daryl Smith each survived this horrific event

and suffered physical injuries and emotional injuries as a result. The extent of their

physical injuries is directly related to the extent of the damage caused by the collision of

the two train cars and is relevant and highly probative regarding their physical injuries.

The heart of their damages case is the condition of post-traumatic stress disorder
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(“PTSD”) as a result of their experience of almost being killed by the collision of these

two trains, being trapped inside of the train car and wondering if it was going to explode

or collapse, as well as their observations and hearing of the cries of others who were

severely injured in the crash. It is highly relevant to demonstrate to the jury the extent of

the damage to the train cars involved in the crash, and to depict the disastrous scene in

which these Plaintiffs were victims. It is a necessity to show pictures of the scene to the

jury to demonstrate what these two people experienced, just as showing pictures of two

automobiles involved in a collision is appropriate to demonstrate the aftermath of the

impact and circumstances of the scene, which are customarily permitted.

Plaintiffs Washington and Smith do not request that any autopsy photos of the

deceased be shown, but it is appropriate for the photographs of the exterior of the train to

be shown which demonstrate one victim on top of the train, showing a person’s arm, and

blood from one of victims, as Daryl Smith testified he saw, either while on scene and/or

also on the television news. See Ex. __ , D. Smith Dep. Tr. at 168:9-169:5.

Mr. Smith also testified that the constant media attention, public interest, and

questions he was subjected to from many individuals contributed to his emotional

injuries as he could not escape it, and that the images of the crash which he saw in the

media caused him to continue to re-experience the event and are therefore relevant to his

damages claims. The images stuck with him and were in his nightmares which are part

of his PTSD claim. Amari Washington also experienced vivid nightmares from having

to relive this incident in the days and weeks following the disaster.
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Defendants’ efforts to sanitize and truncate this the evidence presented by the

Plaintiffs in support of their claims by excluding the photographs and descriptions of the

aftermath of the crash are completely unjustified. These Plaintiffs lived through the

crash, but the images and sounds they experienced will continue to be inextricably part

of their psyche for the rest of their lives. The jury needs to understand what each of

them saw, heard and experienced in order to appreciate and assess the reasonableness of

their claims for substantial damages for the physical and emotional injuries they suffered

from this horrendous experience.

III. TESTIMONY FROM THE FIRST RESPONDERS AND RELATIVES
OF THE DECEDENTS IS APPROPRIATE IN ORDER FOR THE JURY
TO CONSIDER THE CATASTROPHIC NATURE OF THE DAMAGES
UNDER THE WRONGFUL DEATH AND SURVIVAL STATUTES.

A. First-Responder Testimony

Pursuant to the District of Columbia Survival Statute, the jury in the Ana

Fernandez and Lavonda King cases will be asked to render appropriate damage awards

for their pre-impact/pre-death fright and their conscious pain and suffering prior to

death. Relevant and probative evidence on these elements of damage under the Survival

Act will come from other passengers who were on the Metro trains at the time of the

collision, as well as from first-responders who can provide testimony concerning their

observations when they arrived and any aid that they rendered to Ms. Fernandez and/or

Ms. King.
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In the Fernandez and King case, Plaintiffs will be calling a maximum of four

“first-responders” as witnesses. Although the parties did identify and depose many first-

responders during the discovery phase, during the trial Plaintiffs in both Fernandez and

King intend to call a limited number of first-responders. In their Motion in Limine,

Defendants concede that testimony from first-responders is appropriate and instead seek

to prohibit Plaintiffs from eliciting “unlimited first responder testimony” from these

witnesses. Since the Plaintiffs in both Fernandez and King will be calling limited first-

responders as witnesses, and since Defendants have conceded that testimony from first-

responders is appropriate, Defendants’ Motion is either moot or should be denied.

In the Washington and Smith case, the Plaintiffs in the combined trial will call

one first responder who reported to the scene to describe the scene that they arrived upon

and what the situation was and how it appeared to them. This is important to receive

objective testimony from an individual who was not a passenger and not injured, who

can describe the scene from an objective and official perspective. Plaintiff Daryl Smith

will also call one responder who transported him from the scene in order to describe his

injuries and his condition at the time. This judicious use of witnesses is entirely

appropriate and reasonable.

B. Family Members: Fernandez Case

At the time she was killed, Ms. Fernandez had six children ranging in age from

less than two years old to 21 years old, and a husband, Oscar Flores. Under the District
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of Columbia Wrongful Death statute, the jury “must” apportion damages to each

wrongful death beneficiary, which includes all six children and Mr. Flores. With respect

to the wrongful death claims on behalf of Ana Fernandez’s children, the jury must

compensate each child for their individual loss of their mother’s “care, education,

training, guidance and parental advice.” (See Instruction 14.05, Standardized Civil Jury

Instructions for the District of Columbia). At the time of trial, Ms. Fernandez’s children

will be the following ages: Antonio, 23; Evelin, 21; J.F., 17; V.F., 14; S.F., 10; J.F., 4.

With the possible exception of the youngest child, whom Plaintiffs’ counsel may elect

not to have actually testify before the jury due to her young age, the testimony of all of

the other children of Ana Fernandez is extremely probative on the issue of damages

under the Wrongful Death Act.

While the jurors will intuitively understand that the loss of a mother’s care,

guidance, training, etc. is the greatest loss a child can suffer, the jurors are entitled to

hear testimony concerning the specific parental services that were provided by Ms.

Fernandez to her children. While other harms and losses can be replaced, a mother’s

guidance, advice, education, training, and care can never be replaced. These are

catastrophic losses, and the testimony from each child is relevant and probative so that

the jury can perform its function and fully compensate these children for the

irreplaceable harms and losses. In order for the jury to truly appreciate the nature of the

catastrophic losses each child has suffered, it is appropriate that the jury observe and

hear each child testify, as well as hear the testimony of other family members, each of
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whom will describe the type of person Ana Fernandez was, the type of mother she was

to her children, the values that she instilled in her children, the care she provided, the

education and guidance that she furnished to them on a daily basis, and other relevant

testimony. For all of these reasons, the testimony of the Fernandez children and other

family members is appropriate and necessary.

C. Family Members: King Case

At he time that she was killed Ms. Lavonda King was a passenger in the lead car of

Metrorail train number 112. The train in which she was riding collided with the rear of a

stopped Metrorail train number 214. Ms. King was located in the front (1/3) of the car

and when the trains collided she was thrown underneath shards of metal and debris. The

first witnesses to the scene where she was located were unable to see or reach her

because of the extensive metal and debris on top of her. She remained conscious under

the debris for at approximately 45 minutes.

Pre Impact: Just prior to the collision, Ms. King was on the telephone with a

friend and was overheard as screaming at the time of the impact.

Post Impact: Dr. Thomas Baker (Passenger) testified in a deposition that he was

in the car with her for approximately 25 min. and heard her crying or moaning. Chaplain

David Bottoms will testify that he remained in the car after Dr. Baker left, and overheard

Ms. King asking for help, crying, moaning, and stating several times that she was dying.

He said that it was difficult for him to determine the time that he was with Ms. King.

Gerald Carroll (EMT), stated that moaning stopped approx. ½ hr. after he arrived.
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Several other first responders have a different perspective of what was observed, and the

jury should be allowed full knowledge of what occurred after the collision.

The Estate of Lavonda King is seeking damages for both wrongful death and

survival. Ms. King was born on October 26, 1985, and was age 23 at time of her death.

She resided at 436 Truman Drive, Largo, MD. Ms. King was a single mother and is

survived by her two sons, Andre King, who was almost age four at the time of her death

(DOB July 4, 2005) and Emmanuel, who was age two at the time of her death (DOB

April 27, 2007).

Ms. Tawanda Brown, mother of Ms. Lavonda King is the personal representative

of Ms. King’s estate. Under the DC Wrongful Death Statute, the jury “must” apportion

damages to each wrongful death beneficiary, which includes both of Ms. King’s

children. With respect to the wrongful death claims on behalf of Ms. King’s children, the

jury must compensate each child for their individual loss of their mother’s “care,

education, training, guidance and parental advice.” (See Instruction 14.05, Standardized

Civil Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia). A trial, it is unlikely that Emanuel

will be called as a witness, because of his young age, however we expect to call Andre

whose testimony will be probative on the issue of damages under the Wrongful Death

Statute.

A jury is entitled to hear Ms. King’s son testify, as well as hear the testimony of

other her family members who can describe the character of Ms. King, the type of

mother she was to her children, the values that she instilled in her children, as well as the
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care, education and guidance that she provided on a daily basis. For all of these reasons,

the testimony of the Ms. King’s son along with her other family members is appropriate

and should be admitted.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiffs submit that Defendants Joint Motion in

Limine should be denied. A proposed Order is attached hereto.

Respectfully submitted,

REGAN ZAMBRI & LONG, PLLC

By: /s/ Patrick M. Regan
Patrick M. Regan #336107
pregan@reganfirm.com
Salvatore J. Zambri #439016
szambri@reganfirm.com
Victor E. Long #323634
vlong@reganfirm.com
1919 M Street, N.W., Suite 350
Washington, DC 20036
PH: (202) 463-3030
FX: (202) 463-0667
Counsel for Evelin M. Fernandez,
Individually and as Personal
Representative of the Estate of Ana
Fernandez

ALPER & MANN

By: /s/ Lawrence M. Mann
Lawrence M. Mann
lm.mann@verizon.net
9205 Redwood Avenue
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Regan Zambri Long
1919 M Street, NW

Suite 350
Washington, D.C. 20036

202-463-3030
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Bethesda, MD 20827
PH: (202) 298-9191

HARDEN & PICKNEY, PLLC

By: /s/ Brandi Harden
Brandi Harden
bharden@hardenpinckney.com
Heather Pinckney
hpinckney@hardenpinckney.com
717 D Street, NW, Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20004
PH: (202) 621-8268
Counsel for Plaintiff
Tawanda Brown, as Personal
Representative of the Estate of
Lavonda Nicole King, Individually,
and Next Friend of EJK and AK,
Minor Children of Lavonda Nicole
King

THE COCHRAN FIRM

By: /s/ David E. Haynes
David E. Haynes #483119
dhaynes@cochranfirm.com
Stephen D. Annand #480532
sannand@cochranfirm.com
1100 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 340, West Tower
Washington, DC 20005
PH: (202) 682-5800
FX: (202) 408-8851
Counsel for Daryl D. Smith, Jr.,
and Amari Danielle Washington
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

In the Matter of the
FORT TOTTEN METRORAIL CASES
Arising Out of the Events of June 22, 2009

:

:

:

:

:

Case No. 10 MC 314 (RBW) (JMF)LEAD CASE: Jenkins v. Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, et al.

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
ALL CASES

ORDER

Upon consideration of the Defendants’ Joint Motion in Limine to Exclude

Evidence, Plaintiffs’ Joint Response and Opposition thereto, and after hearing argument

from counsel at the time of the Pretrial Conference on March 1, 2012, it is this _____

day of ________________, 2012;

ORDERED that Plaintiffs may introduce through either argument of counsel or

appropriate witnesses, the specific role that each Defendant played in bringing about the

collision of these two WMATA subway trains on June 22, 2009, but the evidence shall

be limited to general nature as defined by the Court at the ruling on this Motion; and it is

FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiffs in the cases stemming from the deaths of

Ana Fernandez and Lavonda King may introduce limited photographs of the accident

scene and limited autopsy photographs depicting the injuries and damages sustained by

each woman; and Plaintiffs Amari Washington and Daryl Smith may introduce
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photographs of the accident scene, photographs which show the body on the top of the

train car, the blood on the side of the train car and the person’s limb, and it is

FURTHER ORDERED that the Plaintiffs in the Fernandez and Brown cases may

elicit testimony from first responders consistent with the limitations placed by the Court

at the time of the Pretrial Conference; and it is

FURTHER ORDERED that the family members of Ana Fernandez, including her

children, may testify concerning issues which are relevant to the Survival Act and

Wrongful Death claims pending; and it is

FURTHER ORDERED that family members of Lavonda King, including her

children, may testify concerning issues which are relevant to the Survival Act and

Wrong Death claims pending.

_______________________________
The Honorable Reggie B. Walton
United States District Judge

cc: All Counsel of Record for All Related Actions
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